
Ṛgveda 1.160: The enigma of revealing and concealing identities 

 

The Ṛgveda (= RV) or, strictly speaking, the Ṛgvedasaṃhitā is a collection of 1028 

hymns, which are in their majority directed to different gods of the Vedic pantheon. Each 

of these hymns usually consists of two parts: a praise of the god to who the hymn is 

addressed, which is followed by an unhumble request for riches. The hymns of the RV 

have not been recited in isolation, but belonged to sometimes rather elaborate ritual 

activities. Most prominently among these ritual activities figures the preparation and 

offering of Soma, a liquid / liquor/ fluid which results from the pressing of the stalks of a 

homonymous plant.  

The body of Rgvedic hymns has been compiled in ten books (maṇḍala-s) of 

unequal length and age. Maṇḍalas 2 – 7, which are ascribed to particular mythical seers 

(ṛṣi-s), have been considered to be the oldest part. This part is chronologically followed 

by the maṇḍalas 8 and 1, which contain minor collections of hymns from different 

families of poets,  and maṇḍala 10, which consists of comparatively late hymns. Finally, 

there is maṇḍala 9, which is significant for its liturgical character and consists only of 

hymns addressed to Soma in the stage of being purified for the ritual.  

In the course of time the RV became a part of the so-called Vedic corpus, a huge 

body of texts dedicated to the proper performance of by then fairly complicated rituals. In 

this capacity it served as a manual for the hotṛ-, one of the main ritual priests whose 

prominent obligation consists in the recitation of RV verses during the course of the 

respective rituals. Seen as a whole, the RV marks the beginning of Vedic literature and 

even of Indian literary tradition, but its absolute dating is still subject to (sometimes 

heated) debate. Due to its similarity with Old Awestan texts it can on the other hand be 

regarded as a marker for the final stage of Indo-Iranian poetry. It is distinguished by its 

extremely reliable transmission which up to now is carried out orally. As a result, while 

doing research on the RV one usually does not have to take textual variants or different 

readings of a passage into account. 

On the other hand everyone willing to deal with the RV faces an unusually large number 

of difficulties. Since the RV is older than every other Vedic text it provides us with an 

astonishingly high number of words transmitted only here and a bewildering variety of 

grammatical forms not to be found elsewhere in Indian literature.  In addition to that the 

ritualistic background of most of the hymns is not particularly helpful. Though much is 



known about the later Vedic ritual, it is a commonly shared opinion among researchers 

that the Rgvedic hymns refer to rituals of an earlier stage. Information on these we only 

get from statements in the hymns but not from any other Vedic literature. The difficulties 

to be faced during the analysis of the Rgvedic hymns are further enhanced by the fact that 

the poets themselves made a point of composing inscrutable poems. 

A lucid representative to illustrate the afore-mentioned difficulties is found in the poems 

of Dīrghatamas (RV 1.140 – 164), which are well-known in Vedic research for their 

obscurity. Out of RV 1.160, a hymn addressed to heaven and earth, five verses have been 

chosen to demonstrate why analysing Rgvedic poems can be such a demanding task. As 

will be seen during the analysis of the text, Dīrghatamas uses this hymn as a pretext for a 

playful mixture of revealing and concealing identities. 

The first verse introduces heaven and earth: 

  

1.160.1 té hí dyvāpṛthiv viśváśambhuva ṛtvarī rájaso dhārayátkavī 

sujánmanī dhiṣáṇe antár īyate devó dev dhármaṇā sryaḥ śúciḥ 

 

 

“Heaven and Earth indeed, the two all-beneficient, truthful ones, carry the kaví- of the 

atmosphere. Between the two dhiṣáṇā-s1 of good birth, the two goddesses (= goddess and 

god) the god roams due to the foundation, the blazing Sūrya.” 

 

Apart from heaven and earth at least one other god is mentioned here, the sun-god Sūrya. 

But with regard to the compound in Pāda b dhārayátkavī the first question comes up: 

Who is the kaví? Sūrya is explicitly mentioned, so he seems to be an obvious candidate. 

However, the term kaví is only rarely used for this god. Another option would be the 

human poet, who is also sometimes referred to as kaví-. The etymological connection 

between dhārayát and dhármaṇā argues for the poet being identical to the kaví, but this is 

not mandatory.2 

In the next verse again another god (?) is mentioned in addition to heaven and earth: 

                                                
1 Word of unknown meaning, here designating Heaven and Earth. Cf. EWA, s. v. dhiṣáṇa-. 
2 According to Brereton there is a double meaning in this verse; on the cosmic level Sūrya is meant who is 
supported by heaven and earth, on the ritual level it is Agni being carried on the sacrificial ground, an act,  
which mirrors the movement of the sun (BRERETON 2004, S. 468f.). This interpretation is possible, but in 
this place the focus is on the poetic level. 



 

1.160.2 uruvyácasā mahínī asaścátā pit māt ca bhúvanāni rakṣataḥ 

sudhṣṭame vapuṣyè ná ródasī pit yát sám abhí rūpaír ávāsayat 

 

“The two large ones, of wide perimeter, undrying, father and mother protect the beings. 

When the father dressed them with forms the two worlds were very bold, wonderful, as it 

were.” 

 

The introduction of new characters on the poetical stage in this verse takes a more 

fanciful turn. Heaven and earth are called (appropriately) father and mother in the first 

two Pādas, and the dual forms in Pāda c should refer to them as well. Confusingly, 

another father is mentioned here who is said to have dressed the two worlds. This father 

cannot be heaven, since heaven is one part of the couple mentioned before and figures as 

an object to sám abhí ávāsayat. The choice of tense (imperfect) and the meaning of the 

secondary verbal stem (causative of sám abhí vas- “to dress with forms / colours”) point 

to a cosmogonic event by which the world was ordered. However, the identity of the 

actor remains unclear, since also Sūrya from verse one is an unlikely candidate. So there 

are two additional persons in this hymn whose identities remain a mystery. 

The third verse occupies the central position in this hymn and gives an indication as to 

who the additional person (if it is only one) could be. Unfortunately, there are at least two 

options: 

 

1.160.3 sá váhniḥ putráḥ pitróḥ pavítravān punti dhro bhúvanāni māyáyā 

dhenúṃ ca pśniṃ vṛṣabháṃ surétasaṃ viśvhā śukrám páyo asya dukṣata 

 

“In that way the ‘draught animal’, the son of the parents possessing a strainer purifies 

wisely the beings with his miraculous power.3 And from the speckled cow, from the bull 

of good seed he all days milks his bright milk.” 

 

Although the activities mentioned in this verse are not exactly clear, at least the choice of 

words points to two gods: váhni, “draught animal” is a term quite frequently used for the 

                                                
3 For māy “miraculous power” (better “ability to create and construct”) cf. GONDA 1959, p. 119 – 194. 



ritual priest, even more prominently in ritual contexts for Agni.4 Pavítravant, on the other 

hand, is used for poets and for Soma; since Agni is said to be purifying as well, 

pavítravant and punti could also refer to him. The last Pāda finally points to the Soma 

ritual: The pressing and consumption Soma are often described as milking. Moreover, 

śukrám páyas accompanied by duh- is used once with Soma in RV 9.19.5 as is the 

semantically related śukra- pīyṣa- “beastings” (m.) in RV 9.109.3 and 6. Here again a 

direct reference to Sūrya seems improbable. Entirely unclear remains the relationship 

between dhenúm and vṛṣabhám as well as between the two and the subject of dukṣata. 

Again heaven and earth are possible candidates, but then it is unclear who is milking the 

heaven. 

The next verse, comparable to the second one, illustrates a cosmogonic setting: 

 

1.160.4 ayáṃ devnām apásām apástamo yó jajna ródasī viśváśambhuvā 

ví yó mamé rájasī sukratūyáyājárebhi skámbhanebhiḥ sám ānṛce 

 

“This one is the most active of the active gods, who has created the two all-beneficent 

worlds, who has by means of good vigour measured out the two atmospheres. He has 

been praised together with the undecaying pillars.” 

 

Here, the cosmological context is made explicit by the activities of an again unnamed 

deity. The act of measuring space is ascribed to many gods,5 so once again the identity of 

the one in question here cannot be solved. The author nevertheless gives a clue with the 

instrumental sukratūyáyā of a verbal noun of the denominative stem sukratūy-. An 

inflected form of this is found once (RV 10.122.6), as well as another instrumental of the 

verbal noun (RV 1.31.3), both used in connection with Agni. He therefore could be meant 

in this hymn as well. 

The last verse of this hymn fits in the ordinary scheme of Rgvedic poems, since it 

contains at the proper place, the end of the hymn, a formulation for requests: 

 

1.160.5 té no gṛṇāné mahinī máhi śrávaḥ kṣatráṃ dyāvāpṛthivī dhāsatho bṛhát 

yénābhí kṛṣṭs tatánāma viśváhā panyyam ójo asmé sám invatam 
                                                
4 E. g., in RV 1.128.4; 3.5.1; 6.11.2 and 8.43.20. 
5 E. g., Agni (RV 1.58.1; 6.7.7; 6.8.2; 10.110.11; 10.124.3); Soma (RV 9.68.3; 9.102.3); Viṣṇu (RV 
1.154.1; 6.49.13); Varuṇa (RV 5.85.1) and Savitṛ (RV 5.81.3). 



 

“Being praised this way you will establish great fame for us, Great ones, and high reign, 

heaven and earth, by which we will everywhere stretch out over the people; for us set in 

motion the admirable power.” 

 

To sum up, it can be pointed out that in four out of five verses of this hymn unknown 

entities appear: kaví (1), pit (2), váhni and putrá (3) and “this (god)” (4). Since it is 

unclear whether some or all of them are identical with each other even the number of the 

entities involved remains enigmatic. Some expressions point to Agni who would suit 

most of the designations, but this would leave line 4d completely incomprehensible. At 

least in this place Soma could be meant by the anonymous god. 

A further complication has been mentioned only casually so far: Some of the 

descriptions also point to the poet himself! He is a kaví and as a participator in the ritual 

he could also be called a váhni.6 Poets have their pavítra, their means of purification,7 

which is needed for purifying their language, in other words to compose poems. Thus, 

the third stanza, holding the prominent middle position in this hymn,8 appears to contain 

a self-statement by the poet in which he claims the central position in the world as a kind 

of demiurg. This self-confident attitude finds its expression also in another verse from a 

hymn addressed to heaven an earth by the same poet, RV 1.159.3a-b: té sūnávaḥ 

svápasaḥ sudáṃsaso mah jajñur mātárā pūrvácittaye “the very active sons of good deeds 

have recognized the parents for the first thought”. Of course, one single parallel does not 

suffice to answer the fundamental questions concerning RV 1.160: Why are the two gods 

to whom this hymn is dedicated neglected? What are the reasons for this play with 

identities? And why does Dīrghatamas bring his own work to the hymn? The answer to 

the first question is presumably indicated by the attribute sujánman- in stanza 1: Heaven 

and Earth are highborn and this is the reason for expounding their birth which results 

from the activities of a god. The second question may find its answer in an aspect of 

Dīrghatamas’ world-view: As can be seen in his most famous hymn, RV 1.164, the 

search for an underlying unity figures as an essential part in his poems. Presumably for 

that reason the god hinted at in RV 1.160 is Agni who has been established by Vedic 

                                                
6 For the poet as váhni cf. RV 1.48.11; 3.20.1; 5.79.4 and 8.6.2. 
7 In RV 9.73.3 pavítravant is used for poets. 
8 At least if one accepts Jamison’s argument for the omphalos-structure of many RV-poems (JAMISON 
2004). 



poets as the underlying cause of a number of different phenomena. These indications 

surely have been understood by the poet’s audience. But unexpectedly, in verse 3c-d the 

idiom changes from Agni- to Soma-talk. In RV 1.164 Dīrghatamas is repeatedly looking 

for a fundamental unity behind phenomena and - as it seems to be appropriate - in this 

question the neutral gender is used. In RV 1.160.3 Dīrghatamas may have wanted to 

indicate that not even Agni, being a male god, could be the ultimate answer. To address 

the final question of Dīrghatamas’ cryptical reference to his own activity: Reference to 

poetic activity is a prominent feature of Rgvedic poetry and its occurrence in this hymn is 

therefore nothing unusual. However, Dīrghatamas’ self-referential statement in verse 3 

adds another aspect to this: It is a truism that being a poet means being creative. In the 

Rgvedic context this statement has to be taken literally: The poet contributes by his 

activity to the creation of the world and among the Rgvedic poets Dīrghatamas’ displays 

an utterly distinctive consciousness about this. As a consequence it comes as no surprise 

that in a hymn focusing on creation the poetic activity itself is brought to the fore. 

In RV 1.160, a small hymn of five verses, Dīrghatamas takes his audience on an odyssey 

into creation, language and identity, without an end in sight.9 That he succeeds in doing 

so he owes mainly to his literary genius. 
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